Effective combination of microgravimetry and geoelectrical methods in the detection of subsurface cavities in archaeological prospection – selected case-studies from Slovakia
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Abstract: This contribution is focused on a common utilization of microgravimetry (very precise and detailed gravimetry) and geoelectrical methods (ground penetrating radar and electric resistivity tomography) in the detection of subsurface cavities in non-destructive archaeological prospection. Both methods can separately detect such kind of subsurface objects, but their complementary and at the same time an eliminating aspect can be very helpful in the interpretation of archaeogeophysical datasets. These properties were shown in various published case-studies. Here we present some more typical examples. Beside this, we present here for the first time an application of the electric resistivity tomography in the interior of a building (a church) in Slovakia. We also demonstrate an example with an extremely small acquisition step in microgravity as a trial for the detection of cavities with very small dimensions – in this case small separated spaces for coffins as a part of the detected crypt (so called columbarium). Unfortunately, these cavities were too small to be reliably detected by the microgravity method. We have tried the well-known 3D Euler deconvolution method to obtain usable depth estimates from the acquired anomalous gravity field. Results from this method were in the majority of cases plausible (sometimes little bit too shallow), when compared with the results from the ground penetrating radar.
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In one selected example, the 3D Euler solutions were too deep and in the present stage of study we cannot well explain this situation. In general, all presented results support an important role of common combination of several geophysical methods, when searching for subsurface cavities in non-destructive archaeological prospection.
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1. Introduction

Geophysical methods build an important and fundamental part of non-destructive detection methods in archaeological prospection (e.g. Clark, 1990; Gaffney and Gater, 2003; Linford, 2006). For the detection of subsurface cavities (large graves, tombs, crypts, cellars etc.), mainly geoelectrical methods have been and are commonly used. Among them, especially the GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar) and ERT (Electric Resistivity Tomography) can very well recognize subsurface cavities due to their intensive differences in geoelectrical properties to the subsurface. Since the air filled cavity gives a very distinct contrast of the physical parameters, either the relative dielectric permittivity or the conductivity. There were published several successful studies of this kind of application (e.g. Leucci, 2006; Negri and Leucci, 2006; Cataldo et al., 2012; Zielinski et al., 2019). Among other geophysical methods mainly the detailed and precise gravimetry (microgravimetry or microgravity method) proves high level of confidence in subsurface cavities detection. Cavities (hollow spaces) show intensive contrast in the density – even when these are filled by debris and/or water. There exist several examples of microgravimetric detection of subsurface cavities in non-destructive archaeological prospection (e.g. Blážkovský, 1979; Lakshmanan and Montlucon, 1987; Slepak, 1997; Pašteka and Zahorec, 2000; Mrčina et al., 2005; Padiš et al., 2012; Sarlak and Aghajani, 2017). Very effective is the combination of geoelectrical and microgravimetric methods for cavities detection – there were published several examples of this combination in archaeological prospection (Pašteka et al., 2007, Panisova et al., 2012, 2013, 2016 and others). Mainly the combination of GPR and microgravimetry appears to be very efficient and balanced combination – cavities are presented in 2D vertical GPR section with strong diffraction waves on the top of the cavity, in horizontal GPR sections as intensive re-
reflecting anomalies and in incomplete Bouguer anomalies maps as dominant minima (gravity lows) with negative amplitudes of several tens of $\mu$Gals ($1\,\mu\text{Gal} = 10^{-8}\,\text{m/s}^2$).

In our contribution we would like to summarize results and experiences of our research in this area and demonstrate on the showed case-studies the properties and limits of the use of microgravimetric and geoelectrical methods in subsurface cavities detection. We show and discuss here results obtained at three sites in Slovakia (interiors of three churches), where we have applied the discussed geophysical methods. For the realisation of GPR measurements, we have used the GSSI SIR-3000 equipment with 400 MHz antenna and for ERT measurements an automated multielectrode system ARES manufactured by GF-Instruments has been utilized. Microgravity data acquisition was realised by means of multiple Scintrex CG-5 Autograv instruments, necessary geodetic work (determination of heights) has been done using a simple optical levelling instrument GEO Fennel No. 10. For the quantitative interpretation of microgravimetric data we have used the well-known 3D Euler deconvolution method (Reid et al., 1990; Pašteka et al., 2009), which gave us in two cases acceptable results and in one case a controversial depth estimate.

We show here also the first trial of the use of the ERT method in an interior of a building (church) and we also show an example of very detailed microgravimetric research for the detection of separated spaces for coffins in a crypt (testing an acquisition step of 0.2 m).

2. First case-study: microgravimetric and GPR research of the interior of St. Mary’s church in Dolné Dubové, SW Slovakia

This research was realised pursuant to the local authority demand and the main aim was detection of old architectonic features in the exterior and interior of the St. Mary’s church in Dolné Dubové, a small village in SW Slovakia. Important phase of this survey was realized inside the church, mostly in a part of the aisle and in the presbytery (Fig. 1). GPR survey was realized with a 400 MHz antenna on a set of acquisition lines, separated 30 cm from each other. Acquired data were processed in the ReflexW software (Sandmeier, 2019). Main processing steps comprised: subtraction of
Fig. 1. Results from the GPR and microgravity method from the interior of St. Mary’s church in Dolné Dubové, SW Slovakia. a) Horizontal GPR reflection map for the penetration depth of 90 cm, red dotted rectangle shows strongest reflection amplitude anomaly. b) Coloured image map of incomplete Bouguer anomalies for the correction density 2.0g/cm$^3$ (blue colour detects the minimum of the anomalous field); small crosses represent positions of gravity acquisition points. c) Common figure of both geophysical fields with transparent map of incomplete Bouguer anomalies.

the mean value (dewow), correction of the start-time, bandpass frequency filtering, gain adjustment, background removal and interpolation of the 2D radargrams into a 3D model. Results were displayed in a form of horizontal reflection amplitude maps for different penetration depths (example for the depth 90 cm is displayed in Fig. 1a, c). Microgravity data acquisition was realized in a net of points 1 × 1 m by means of a Scintrex CG-5 gravimeter (serial number 155). Acquired data we processed in the usual way for micogravity surveys (e.g., Pašteka et al., 2007; Panisova et al., 2012): instrument drift correction, recalculation to base-point value (to a selected relative value), free-air and planar Bouguer corrections, building effects calculation and interpolation into horizontal maps of incomplete Bouguer anomalies. Correction for the gravity effect of the building (building effects calculation) was realized by means of an approximation of set of 3D vertical prisms with polynomial footprint (Cady, 1980; Potent modelling software User’s guide, 2019). Results were displayed in a form of incomplete Bouguer anomalies map for the correction density 2.0g/cm$^3$ (Fig.1b, c). Acquired area by means of microgravimetry was smaller than that by the GPR.
method (Fig. 1) due to limited time-schedule for its realisation in the field.

In the results from the GPR method (horizontal amplitude sections) the most important reflection amplitude anomaly from a detected large object has an approximate rectangular shape and it is positioned in a typical place for a crypt – in the central part of the aisle and its transition to the presbytery (red dotted rectangle in Fig. 1a). It can be split in two parts – a possible entering corridor and the main room of the crypt. Both parts start to be manifested at depths of approx. 0.5 m and continue down to approx. 2 m. In the incomplete Bouguer anomalies map (Fig. 1b,c) the detected cavity (crypt) is demonstrated by a well-developed local minimum.

![Image](image.png)

**Fig. 2.** Results from the 3D Euler deconvolution method, applied on the important negative anomaly from the microgravimetry (interior of St. Mary’s church in Dolnå Dubovå). Used structural index value was $N = 2$ (centre of a sphere in gravimetry). a) Planar visualisation of the result – cluster of the Euler depth solutions is concentrated in the centre of the anomaly; b) vertical section with the displayed cluster of Euler depth solutions (average depth = 1 m). Depth extent (vertical interval) of the detected crypt from the GPR method was: approx. 0.5–2 m (thick blue segment line in the vertical section).
with an amplitude of approx. $-40 \mu$Gals over the lower part of the cavity, detected by the GPR method (local coordinates of the centre: $x = 5$ m, $y = 6$ m). The upper part of the GPR anomaly (for higher values of the coordinate $y$) is demonstrated only by a weak bending of the contours of the anomalous gravity field. This could correspond to a cavity with smaller dimensions – maybe a corridor to the main crypt, which is positioned in the bottom part of the figure. Depth estimation of the source depth, realized by means of the 3D Euler deconvolution method \cite{Reid1990} incorporating so called regularized derivatives \cite{Pasteka2009} gives a cluster of depth-solutions (Fig. 2) with an average depth of approx. 1 m. This should give approximately the depth of the centre of the cavity. This result is little bit shallower in comparison with the result from the GPR method (approx. 1.5 m). Our experiences from the applications of the 3D Euler deconvolution method are consistent with this result \cite{Pasteka2011}. This crypt was not verified by means of any archaeological excavation or video-inspection.

3. Second case-study: microgravimetric, ERT and GPR research of the interior of St. Catherine’s church in Banská Štiavnica, central Slovakia

Based on a discussion with local historians and local cultural heritage experts, a complex geophysical survey was realized in the frame of several international geophysical summer schools in collaboration with the Department of Geophysics, Institute of Geosciences, Christian-Albrechts University in Kiel, Germany. The major part of the aisle and a part of the presbytery (beside the places with large wooden banks) was covered by GPR and microgravity measurements. Gravity measurements could be realized also in the close vicinity of the altar, GPR measurements unfortunately not (this is the reason, why these two methods do not cover identical areas, Fig. 3). Used instruments, data acquisition and processing methods were identical with that, described in the previous case-study. For this publication we have selected the most important part of the church – the transition between the aisle and the presbytery (Fig. 3), where both main methods (GPR and microgravity) detected an important cavity, with high probability a crypt. In the horizontal reflection amplitude section from the GPR method it is
Fig. 3. Results from the GPR and microgravity method from the presbytery of St. Catherine’s church in Banská Štiavnica, central Slovakia. a) Horizontal reflection amplitude map for the penetration depth of 50 cm together with contours of incomplete Bouguer anomalies. Red line segment shows the position of the realized ERT section inside the church, blue segment line is the position of selected vertical GPR section, showed in Fig. 5b. Yellow circles show positions of depth solutions, received from 3D Euler deconvolution method. b) Coloured contour image map of incomplete Bouguer anomalies for the correction density 2.0 g/cm$^3$ (in a medium transparent version).

characterized by a dominant symmetric anomaly in the centre of the figure (Fig. 3a). The anomalous gravity field (incomplete Bouguer anomalies for the correction density 2.0 g/cm$^3$) show a relatively complicated character – beside the central anomaly over the cavity of interest, there are also two intensive lows (negative anomalies) on the edges of the acquired area. These are connected with high probability with next cavities, positioned close to
the walls (Fig. 3b), but this can be confirmed only by applying other geophysical methods in the future.

Central anomaly was also inspected by the ERT method – along a line at local $y$-coordinate 117 m, crossing the manifestation of the cavity (Fig. 3a, red segment line). Separation distance of the electrodes was only 25 cm and the electrical contact between the electrodes and the floor was improved by a bentonite bed (for every single electrode outlet, Fig. 4). Tested methodology worked very well (electrical contact) and we have received sound results. From the commonly used concepts of ERT measurements, the Wenner-alpha, Schlumberger and dipole-dipole configuration have been used. Best results (best developed subsurface high resistivity anomalous feature) have been received for the dipole-dipole configuration (Fig. 5a), which is in confirmation with synthetic studies (e.g. Putiška et al., 2012). The well-known software RES2DINV for acquired ERT data inversion was

Fig. 4. Installation of the ERT electrodes section along a line inside the church of St. Catherine in Banská Štiavnica. Grounding conditions between the electrodes and the floor were improved by a bentonite bed (for every single electrode outlet).
used (Loke, 2002). Result shows a relatively shallow structure in the central part of the profile (with the higher resistivity from $x = 99.5$ to $x = 100.7$ m, Fig. 5a), starting almost from the surface down to the depth of approx. 1.4 m. There occurs also a local shallow high resistivity anomaly at $x = 99$ m, but we interpret it as a deformation of the section due to higher transient resistance at the group of electrodes at this place. The start of the depth extend of the main detected object is shallow, which means that the upper edge of the main cavity is probably positioned in a very small depth. This depth can be identical with the horizontal resolution of this section, which is very close to the separation of the electrodes (0.25 m).

These results are fully confirmed by the GPR results on a parallel line (Fig. 3a, blue segment line). As we can see in Fig. 5b, a dominant diffraction wave with the top at the TWT time (two-way travel time) of approx. 9 ns represents the upper edge of the main cavity. Converted into depths with an estimated velocity 8.5 cm/ns, (based on the analysis of selected diffraction wave, Fig. 5b).
...tion hyperbola in the vertical section, Fig. 5b), it corresponds to a depth of approx. 40 cm. Estimation of the bottom edge of this cavity is much more ambiguous, because of the deformation of propagating waves (partly also through the air in the cavity). A strong reflection can be identified at the TWT time of approx. 30 ns, which represents a depth of approx. 130 cm. Both estimations from the ERT and GPR methods give such a relatively small depth extent of this detected cavity (approx. from 0.3–0.4 to 1.3–1.4 m), which corresponds more to a larger grave than to a crypt. Results from the 3D Euler deconvolution method are not as clear as in previous case. This depth estimation method was applied on the central anomaly from incomplete Bouguer anomalies (Fig. 3) – the average estimated depth of the cavity centre reaches approx. 1.6 m, which is quite deep in comparison with the results from the geoelectrical methods. We cannot explain this situation – in the absolute majority of previous studies we had achieved a good coincidence of these methods (GPR and Euler method). Possibly, the central negative anomaly represents a combined effect of the crypt with an effect of a corridor, running in the direction to another cavity, positioned in the upper right corner of the presbytery (Fig. 3b), but this interpretation is very speculative and is not supported by GPR data in this part of the church. Explanation of this situation will be probably given in the future, when next GPR survey together with archaeological excavation or video-inspection will be performed.

4. Third case-study: microgravimetric and GPR research of the interior of St. Joseph’s church in Beckov, SW Slovakia

In this third example we show results of GPR and microgravimetric research of the interior of St. Joseph’s church in the village Beckov (SW Slovakia), which was realized in the frame of a voluntary work of teachers and students from the Department of applied and environmental geophysics, Comenius University in Bratislava in collaboration with Franciscan fraters from the monastery in Beckov. Both methods were focused on the area of the transition from the main aisle to the presbytery (Figs. 6 and 7), because here was expected an existence of the main crypt in this church. Used instruments, data acquisition and processing methods were identical with that, described in previous two case-studies.
As it is nicely visible in the GPR horizontal reflection maps for various penetration depths (Fig. 6), a cavity with relatively complex structure was detected – it is composed from a major corridor and perpendicularly oriented separated spaces for positioning of coffins, so called columbarium. It is interesting to mention, that in our long year experience with geophysical

![Fig. 6. Results from the GPR survey from the interior of St. Joseph’s church in Beckov, SW Slovakia. a) Horizontal GPR reflection amplitude map for the penetration depth of 30 cm, b) horizontal map for the penetration depth of 54 cm, c) horizontal map for the penetration depth of 62 cm, d) horizontal map for the penetration depth of 90 cm.](image-url)
Fig. 7. Results from the microgravity survey from the interior of St. Joseph’s church in Beckov, SW Slovakia. a) Coloured contour image map of incomplete Bouguer anomalies for the correction density 2.0g/cm$^3$ calculated from 1×1m separated points, b) Map of the planar trend, obtained from the field of incomplete Bouguer anomalies by means of LSQ method, c) Coloured contour image map of residual incomplete Bouguer anomalies, d) Coloured contour image map of residual incomplete Bouguer anomalies, calculated from 1×1m separated points together with detailed points (0.2m distance) on two added lines, e) The same field from part (d), but displayed with medium transparency, f) The same field from part (d), but with high transparency together with order numbers of detected “coffin cavities” in the columbarium.
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Data acquisition in historical objects and churches in Slovakia, this is the first occurrence of such a type of crypt or tomb, detected by means of the GPR method. The upper edge of this crypt appears in a relative shallow depth – of approx. 0.5 m. For depths larger than approx. 1.4 m this structure (pattern) disappears from the horizontal GPR sections (not shown in this paper).

Microgravity survey could be realized only in a part of the presbytery (Fig. 7), because of technical problems with one of the used instruments. Beside this limitation (not the whole area of the columbarium could be covered), obtained results are interesting. In the first stage, this area was covered by a net of 1×1m points. Received incomplete Bouguer anomalies map (Fig. 7a) has a relatively strong trend in a diagonal direction, coming probably from deeper geological composition of the underground. This trend was constructed by means of planar regression (LSQ method) (Fig. 7b) and removed from the original field – the residual incomplete Bouguer anomalies map is displayed in Fig. 7c. In this map the complex columbarium structure is manifested as one simple cavity (one dominant negative anomaly) and the local separated spaces of coffins cannot be (of course) recognized. Beside this, the received residual field is deformed on its edges (because of a kind of edge effect, occurring during the linear trend removal) and only the central part of this field correctly reflects the presence of the cavity.

In the next step we have repeated the same procedure, but we have incorporated also two detailed lines (x = 98.8 m and x = 101.2 m), along which the data acquisition was realized with a step of only 20 cm (Fig. 7d). As we can see in details in Figs. 7e and 7f (here the residual field map is displayed with higher transparency), incorporation of these detailed values helped to obtain more “rangy” anomalous field and some parts could be maybe identified with the local separated spaces for coffins (order numbers of anomalies Nr. 3, 4, 5 in Fig. 7f). More precise analysis of this result shows that these local deviations in the new anomalous field have very small amplitudes – very close to the outer precision of usual data acquisition with Scintrex CG-5 gravity meters (approx. ±5 μGals). This can be well demonstrated in graphs of residual incomplete Bouguer anomalies along these two detailed lines (x = 98.8 m and x = 101.2 m), displayed in Fig. 8. Reader can see that achieved small amplitude negative anomalies have in the majority a random character and cannot be well synchronized with the positions of
coffin spaces (with exception of anomalies Nr. 3 and 6), derived from GPR measurements (thick black segment lines with order numbers in bottom of graphs in Fig. 8). Gravitational effects, caused by the presence of such small cavities (coffin spaces) in their actual depth position have very small amplitudes and cannot be therefore detected by the used microgravimetric method (with the used instrument, sampling intervals and processing procedure). Depth of the source of the central negative anomaly (mainly from the corridor in the columbarium), obtained from the 3D Euler deconvolution method, was estimated with a value: 0.9 m. When we compare this result with the results from the GPR method (0.5–1.4 m), solutions from 3D Euler deconvolution method are positioned in the first half and centre of the GPR values, which is also in this case consistent with our previous experiences with this method (e.g. Pašteka et al., 2011) and also from the results presented in the first case-study in this paper.

Fig. 8. Graphs of residual incomplete Bouguer anomalies (for the correction density 2.0 g/cm³) along two detailed lines above the detected columbarium in the St. Joseph’s church in Beckov (see Fig. 7d). a) Line along x = 98.8 m, b) Line along x = 102.2 m. Thick black horizontal lines with order numbers in bottom of both graphs represent the positions of coffin spaces (cavities) taken from the GPR method.
5. Conclusions

We have shown in these three presented case-studies from various churches in SW and central Slovakia that the combination of microgravimetric and geoelectrical methods can be very effective in the detection and study of subsurface cavities such as crypts. Particularly the combination of GPR and microgravimetry is very useful and effective: cavities (crypts) are manifested in horizontal GPR sections as intensive reflectors and in incomplete Bouguer anomaly maps as dominant minima. In the St. Mary’s church in Dolné Dubové one central crypt was found by GPR and by microgravity method (depth extent: approx. 0.5–2 m). In the St. Catherine’s church in Banská Štiavnica a relatively shallow central cavity (crypt?) was found by GPR and ERT methods (depth extent: approx. 0.3–1.4 m). Anomalous gravity field has confirmed this position, but depth estimates from the Euler deconvolution methods gave larger depths (approx. 1.6m), which we cannot explain at this moment. In the St. Joseph’s church in Beckov the GPR method has found a central crypt in the presbytery (in a form of so called columbarium) and microgravimetry has confirmed the presence of this crypt (but not the local coffin spaces in the columbarium).

We would like to emphasize two original points in this contribution:

1) We have realized, for the first time in Slovakia, ERT measurements inside a building in a completely non-invasive approach – in the St. Catherine’s church in Banská Štiavnica. Separation distance of the electrodes was only 25 cm and the electrical contact between the electrodes and the floor ensured by applying a bentonite bed for every electrode outlet. The measurement system worked well and we have obtained a manifestation of relatively shallow cavity (crypt?) – in an almost identical position as obtained by the GPR method.

2) Also, for the first time, we have realized microgravimetric measurements with extremely small acquisition interval – only 20cm (along two selected acquisition lines). This was realised in the church of St. Joseph in Beckov, where the GPR method has recovered a crypt with a relative complex structure – the so called columbarium (main crypt with perpendicularly oriented smaller separated spaces for placing the coffins). The result of this trial did not yield the expected results – anomalies caused by such small cavities are too small to be correctly detected by means of
microgravimetry.

In general, we can state that the GPR method is faster in data acquisition, when compared to microgravity method. As for processing the acquired data the situation is opposite. The great advantage of the GPR method is the fact that it gives also the depth information, while in gravimetry this kind of information comes from the interpretation process (which can be often ambiguous). A good example are the results obtained from the applied 3D Euler deconvolution method, where the depth estimates in some cases are not realistic – here in the example of the St. Catherine’s church in Banská Štiavnica the received depth estimates were too deep.
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